Integration Strategy &
Health Check Offerings
Integration and API Workshops that Empower
Your Team
Having system integration issues? Not sure if your
current integration strategy will support business
goals? Planning to add or upgrade a major SaaS or
on premise application and not sure how to handle the
integration? Need a plan to enable Cloud and Mobile
applications? Not sure where to start? We can help.
Sierra-Cedar’s Integration & Cloud Solutions
group specializes not only in integration and API
implementation services, but also in strategy and
planning services to help organizations develop plans
to meet their business needs. Whether you are just
starting to evaluate enterprise integration/API options
or have an existing solution that is causing pains,
Sierra-Cedar can help your team understand options
and help devise a plan to get you on track.

Integration Strategy & Roadmap Planning
Each of our Strategy Workshops covers the following
topics and incorporates our experience and
integration expertise to create a personalized set of
recommendations and steps to help achieve your goals:
● Business goals that drive technical decisions
● Current integration and application state
● Current and future projects and priorities
●	Mobile, Cloud, BI, and public API considerations
and opportunities
● Roles and responsibilities
● Governance/policies
●	Proposed short-, medium-, and long-term
activities
●	Roadmap of projects, software decisions,
integration maturity milestones, and training
● Recommended next steps
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Are you getting everything you need from
your integration solution?
Integration Health Checks
Sometimes it is more frustrating to have an ineffective
solution in place than no solution at all. If you have
an integration solution that lacks reliability, scalability,
stability, flexibility, or visibility, you need a qualified
assessment to help correct the problems.
● Focus IT on strategy, not maintenance
● Improve time to market
● Improve visibility
● Meet corporate SLAs
● Maximize ROI
●	Make Connectivity a competitive advantage

Who Should Participate?
Based on the workshop agenda, we will recommend
relevant topics for specific groups and encourage open
participation. Typical attendees include:
● IT Managers
● Technical Architects
● Tech/Business Analysts
● Integration Developers
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Why Sierra-Cedar?
Sierra-Cedar has been recognized as an industry leader
in enterprise integration and APIs with proven capability
to plan, architect, and implement robust solutions. In
addition, as an implementer of on premise and Cloud
applications such as Workday, Salesforce.com, Infor,
Fusion Applications, PeopleSoft, and E-Business
Suite, Sierra-Cedar offers a unique combination of
application and integration experience and expertise
to help guide your organization. Sierra-Cedar also has
expertise in leading technology and platform offerings
including Amazon Web Services (AWS), Splunk, Oracle
Cloud, and Azure. All of these areas of expertise can
be leveraged to help an organization reach its goals
with applications and technology.

Workshop Offerings
Workshops can be customized to meet specific needs
or focus on particular areas of priority.
1-Week Integration Strategy Workshop
●	Three days of on-site interactive discovery and
education sessions
● Align technical options with business goals
●	Remote preparation of deliverable summarizing
information gathered and recommendations
● Low fixed cost + expenses
2-Week Integration Strategy Workshop
●	More in-depth exploration of current environment
and system integration needs
● Observe “day in the life” of your team members
● Time & Material + expenses

4–6-Week Integration Strategy and Kick Start
Workshop
●	Establish strategy and goals based on interviews,
team, projects, and budget
● Create initial Reference Architecture
●	Side-by-side, hands-on activities to get you started
● Customer-specific scope based on priorities
● Optional pilot project or governance training
● Requires vendor software already being procured
● Time & Material + expenses
10-Day Health Check
●	Identify opportunities for improving an existing
environment/procedures
●	Includes development, infrastructure, and
development operations (DevOps) aspects
●	Combination of automated checks and interviews
with your team members
● Focus on pain areas
● Time & Material + expenses
● Review of one non-production environment

Next Steps
Call Sierra-Cedar to discuss goals and priorities,
identify the workshop content that will be beneficial for
your organization, and determine the right participants
and dates for the workshop. You can be in any phase
of readiness and we can tailor the content to be most
relevant to you based on your situation. Let us help you
make enterprise connectivity an enabler of business
innovation and growth for your organization!
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